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Fdday, May 16,1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Biology Seminar

John Kimmons will present a
biology department seminar Friday at 9:30 a.m. in Room 139 of
Castetter Hall.
Kimmons, a graduate biol(}gy
student, will di::;cuss "Ecology of
the Hond(} Valley.''
All interested persons are invited to attend.

Economics Professor
Dr. Sharul Ben-David, has been
appointed an associate ·professor
of ec(}nomics at UNM.
His appointment begins this
fall.
Ben-David is now a visiting assistant professor at Cornell University.
He has a master's degree fr(}m
Hebrew University in Israel, and
his Ph.D. from Cornell.

Chorus, Orchestra
UNM's annual chorus and orchestra concert will be presented
Wednesday, May 21, at 8:15p.m.
in Popejoy Hall.
Two hundred and forty instrumentalists and singers will participate in the concert. They will
p r e s e n t works by Beethoven,
Brahams, and Borodin.
The (}rchestra and singers will
also- make the premier southwest
performance (}f Leonard Bernstein's "Chichester Psalms!'
Tickets are $1.50 for adults,
and $1 for students. They may be
obtained at Popejoy Hall, and

Grant Allocated
For Role Study

season tickets for music department events may als(} be used.

Professor Resigns
Dr. Douglas McEwen, direcf;or
of choral activities and associate
pr(}fessor of music at UNM has
resigned as of the end of this
academic year.
He will direct the choral program at Arizona State University starting in the fall.
In additi(}n to teaching and directing choral gl'(}Ups here, he
has been busy as a clinician and
guest conductor. This summer he
will guest conduct a major symphony orchestra, and will be assistant musical director and lec1turer at Oakland University's
Ch(}ral Institute at M e a dow
Brook.

NMDC Meeting
The New Mexico Democratic
Coalition (NMDC) will hold a
meeting Saturday, May 17, at
1:30 p.m. in room 250-C of the
Uni(}n,
Items on the agenda include a
report on .the NMDC's "Social
Action Program" by Marion Cottrell and a talk on "Current Activities of the ACLU" by John L.
Walker, executive director of the
NMCLU. Other topics include
discussions of the anti-ballistic
missile safeguard system, taxation, and current problems at
UNM.
The NMDC was the first New
Mexico political organization to
come out against the legislative
investigation of the state's universities. The group is also supporting a campaign to increase
severance taxes and taxes on the
state's trucking industry.

Fraternity Parfy
A $7300 grant has been allocatAlpha
Kappa Lambda will hold
ed to Tom Gustafson, a UNM enits
11.nnual
"Go to Hell" party on
ginee:dng research assistant, by
Saturday,
May
17.
the Office of Education in order
The Alpha Sigma Chapter at
to study the role of pressure
UNM has invited New Mexico,
groups in education.
Gustafson is studying this sub- Colorado, Arizona, and Texas
ject for his doctoral dissertation. chapters to its party this year.
The event will begin with a
During the study he tested
eight variables including the motorcade around campus and
leadership of the pressure group, will end with .a dance.
the prestige of the p r e s s u r e
Wins Fellowship
•group in the community, the
Eugene Klecan, a third year
shared attitudes of the group student at UNM School of Mediwith the community, and the con- cine,, has won a $1000 fellowship
trol of the group over economic from the International College
goods.
of Surgeons :for special study
The results of the study showed abroad.
that the "most significant of the
Klecan, one of four medical
variables was the strategy the students in the nation to win the
organization used to influence ed- coveted award, will spend Sepucational policy."
tember, October, and November
"If the interest gr(}Up correct- of this year in Montreal, Canada
ly read the organizational structure of the school system and
applied pressure to the proper
SOUTHWEST
authorities, it would probably be
ELECTRIC
SHAVER SERVICE
eff~Jctive in its goal," says the
ELECTRIC
SHAVER AND
study.
LIGHTER REPAIR
Gustafson will be going to
210 'tHIRD NW
247·8219
Sacramento State College, California, next year.
SUMMER JOBS
COLLEGE
MEN & WOMEN
We are hiring students who are interested in full time summer
employment. Those hired will have the opportunity to continue
employment on a part time basis nex:t fall. All jobs will give you
tremendous experience for your next school semester regardless
of your field.

WE OFFER:
1. Salary range of $450-500 monthly, for those who qualify.
2. Opportunity to work for one of the largest companies in its
field.
3. Opportunity t(} advance to management positions thru the
summer.
4. $15,000 in cash scholarships.
5. $25,000 in merchandise prizes.
6. A trip to the Bahamas and around the world to those who
excel.

QUALIFICATIONS
2. Ability to converse jntelligently
1. Neat in appearance
3. Willingness to work hard
Call Mr. Bond ft(}m 9:00A.M. til2:00 P.M. for an interview after
com);lletion of finals. 242-1609

I Calling U

working in g'eneral surgery with
a member of the International
College of Surgeons.
The fellowship allows the winner to spend three months
"wherever you want to go and to
study surgery with one particular member of the College," Klecan explained.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Friday~

May 16
Biology department seminar; for all in·
te~est.ed persons; Room 189; Castetter Hall:
free,
Student Education Association Installa~
tion banquet; guest speaker, Prof. George
Fishbecl(; Underwood's Caietc,ria.; 6:30p.m.
Junior Reeitu.l by Bob Counselman, organ;
Red tal Hall: 8: 15 p.m.: no charge.
Phi Sigma Biology Hanorary dbmer meeting: Tiffany's Saloon, Cerillos: 6:30 p.m.
Graduate student cocktail party; 229
VineyaTd N.W.; 6 to 9 p.m.
Wonderful Town; play at Roder Theatre;
8:15 p.m.; Adults $1.50, Students $1.00.
"Verbal Mediational und Attentional
Processes in Trn.n~Jfer and Perceptual Mem-

RATES: 7c pet word, 20 word mlnlmwn ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
run five or more conaeoutlve days with
no changes the rate Ia reduced to fie
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment mtlllt be made In
full prior to Insertion of dv<'l'tlsemen~
Cl1U18111ed Advet"tblng
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

._...'(o•'.,_

~o'' I""~'
~ 0~\ ..- ~,<fo
_... J>,O <-°

A.nnouneementa by
the UNM community wiU be aecepted
at The Lobo pffi~e.
A 24-hour deadline
is in effect.

ory,'' by Henry J!lllis: Rocky Mountain
Psychological Association; at S h e r n. ton
Western Sid...
Saturday, May 17
New Mexico Democratic Coalition meet.
ing; Room 2&0-C; Union; l :30 p.m.
Recital by Davjd Cole, violin; Recital Hall:
3 p.m.; no charge.
Wonderful Town; piny at Rodey Thentl'e:
8:l6 p,rn.; Adults $l.j;O, Students $1.00,
·
Sunday, May 18
Junior Orchestra recital; Recital Hall:
8: 15 p.m.; no charge.
"Sovjet J CWl"Y" speech by Dr. Hen-ry jJ.
Tobias; B'nai Israel Synagogue; 7 p.m.;
sponsored by Hillel; open to aU students.

KOPY- KORNER

, ...Qs1.._
<to

_..Q3_.

for UNM Students only
~o.O/. .,_ /:;
For Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre-Cockle (as Requirbd)
e,_...4t',;, Os~
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum·
'-

247-4406

Lobby-Simms f!uilding Downtown, 4th & Gold

WHERE: .T011rntllbm BuUdl111r. Room
159, afternoons preferably or maiL ·

1)

PERSONALS

WANTED: Girl to share attractive, quiet
apartment near campus. 242·6860.
I love you, Miss Droke.

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Yellow earring, a~roos from
Chemistry Bld~ Describe and claim.
Lobo Office. Journalism. Rm. 159.
LOST: Large puppy-<>mnge with plaek
face~ baby teeth. chain collar. M. Fry.
242-7053.

4)

charges of widespread discrimination at UNM's Physical Plant.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
has created a committee to investigate the grievance system and
discrimination charges at the
Physical Plant, but the citizen's
committee will act on city level
as well as taking action on the
Physical Plant grievances.
Members of the committee formed by Heady are Associated Students President Ron Curry, law
professor Willie Ellis, math professor Julius Blum, and Director
of Non-Academic Personnel Lawrence Yehle.
Rise in Complaints
The committee statement said,
in part, "The formation of the
Citizen's Grievance Committee
was motivated by the recent rise
in complaints by a number of
workers about the inadequacy or
lack of grievance procedures at
several major hiring institutions
in the area.
"In view of the federal Clovis

report concerning discriminatory
hiring and firing practices, it is
believed that businesses in Albuquerque and Bernalill(} County
likewise require examination.
"The Committee will provide a
means for workers with unanswered grievances to bring their
complaints out into the open for
community discussion and information.''
Basic Purpose
The statement continued, "The
committee's basic purpose is to
promote equality of opportunity
for and mutual understanding,
respect, and cooperation among
all the people and groups in the
Albuquerque area without regard
to race, color, religion, national
origin, or ancestry.
"In terms of individual workers and groups of workers in the
area, the committee wishes to
establish and disseminate reliable
information about the nature and
status of employment discrimination or to give public credit where

EMPLOYMENT

Committee Votes No
Theatre

.---Held Over!!--..

..RUSS MEYER'S VIXEN" COULD
VERY WELl BE THE
MOST EXPLICIT
FilM EVER MADE.
RUSS MEYER'S

VIXEN.

INTRODUCING ERICA GAVIN AS VIXEN.
RESTRICTED TO ADULT AUDIENCES. IN EASTMAN COLOR.

TONIGriT 7:30 9:00

r.p:::1o~'l~~-E-N,..-R-~-s-.E.-/_2_7f'_7~-4r-14""'
Lobo Photo by Tony Londerbough

What can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has. been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, overpopulated areas of the world. And it
must b~ginnow. While there is stilltime.
A White House panel has recom·
mended that the United States Government spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to unclerdevcl?ped nations. (That:s ?nly a tiny
fractiOn of th~ $15 ~ we've

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program.)
There's a lot at stake, Not only the
lives of the starving people of the
world. nut our liyes. And the lives of
our children. A hungry world can
never be a peaceful world.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
ot telephone anyone in Washington
you think might be helpful. Urge the
speeding up of Government action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
how you can help.
~c must act ~- The longer we
watt, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight.

CAMPAIGN 1'0 CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN
EUG£NB BLACK, former head. World Bank

DR. DETLEV BRONK, former j'rosident,
Rockt!eUer University
·
HAROLD W. BOSTROM. Vicl! President,

UOP Transportation l!qulpmt.nt Oroup

MRS. ALBERT D. LASKER
Dll. HAROLD C. UREY, Nobol Laurcnlc
FRANK W. ADRAMS, Iarmer Chairman,
Standllrd OJ! Compnny of N¢w Jersey

TIIURMi\N W. ARNOLD,
rorrncr A!lsi5tMt U.S, Attorney General
TIIOMi\S D. CABOT, Chnlrmnn,
.Cabot Corporation

JOHN COWLES. Cboirman

Minncnpoiis Star nlid Tribune

GENERAL WILLli\M H. DRAPER, JR.,
former Art)bailSador to NATO

On Athletic Card Bill

Saturday, May 17
Sunday, May 18

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.
lt takes you about an hour to eat a
nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You see, world population has
already out-grown world food supply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone irt an
under-developed country dies as a result
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths e'l/ery hour. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of things to
come. ExpertS predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done abOUt it.
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MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Kick wheel and electric. Klln,
cernmic supplies. 242-4036 at 6 p.m.
POETRY WANTED !or cooperati~e Poetry Anthology. Include at:emped envelope.
Idlewild Pres!, 543 Frederick. San Fran•
cisco, Cali!omla 94117.
WANTED: One-bedroom furnished apt. !or
June-Aug. UNM area. $100/mo. mnx.
Nick Estes. 242-1891, 268-2634, !<:ave
number.

conditions of justice exist."
Gilbert Ballejos, a member of
the board of directors of the
Brown Berets, was the chairman
at yesterday's meeting and emphasized the need for immediate
action by the committee. Ballejos
said that the function of the committee could be compared to that
of the New Mexico State Advisory Committee to the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission.
Deal With Needs
"However," Ballejos said, "the
grievance committee will be dealing with needs that are much
more immediate, requiring expeditious action, of which the Advisory Committee is incapable."
During the meeting, Sedillo of
the Alianza said the Alianza was
"100 pllr cent'' in support of
what the committee proposed.
C(}mmittee members also heard
support from Mrs. Andrews of
the New Democratic Coalition.
She said the NDC could go on
record in support of the grievance

committee and attempt "to give
it as much publicity as possible."
Robert Walker, a professor in
UNM's law school, said the dean
of the school was prepared to offer help and advice to any Physcial Plant employee who sought
to file a grievance with the existing grievance system.
Ask for Circular
Physical Plant employees at
the meeting voted unanimously
to ask the dean of the law school
to send a circular to Physical
Plant employees informing them
of help available from the Jaw
school.
UMAS spokesman SandoY.f'll
said at the meeting that the main
point of objection to the grievance system at the Physical Plant
was that the system itself was
intimidating to employees with
grievances.
"We believe that the grievance
committee should be a board of
first referral. The way the grievance system operates now, aggrieved employers first have to
take complaints to the people
with whom they have complaints,"
Sandoval said.

.•

FOR SALE

MALE STUDENT to work through lunch
U-2. Countzy Barn 2400 Central SE.
PERSON WANTED to play with affable
1 'h yr. old girl while mother finishes
dissertation. About lu hrs. per wk., thru
summer & prcfcrab)y next yr. Walking
distance from Uni~- Call Mrs. Hiat 2ol7·
2874.
WANTED: a business manager !or the
lE70 Mirage, Should be bUBin""s major
wllling to work hard. Please app)J' to
room lli9, Student Publications or through
enmPUl! mall. A chaUenge in selling.
TEACHERS WANTED. &uthwest and en•
tire West. Good sa1ades. Free registr.a"'
tion pcrioda Southwest TeacherS Agency~
1303 Central N.E., Albuquerque.

7)

U Physical Plant Employees Elected to Committee

NE\N
EX ICO

Friday,

FOR RENT

NORTON P-11, 750cc, 6Q hp. Twin con•
centrics. A fine machine on or off the
roa.d. Call Mike 242-2300.
200cc MOTOR SCOOTER. Call 277-5320 or
277-5203 and make an offer.
STEREO GARRARD TURNTADLE,
.speakers, Fisher amp]ifyer, %~violin.
Jackson 247·3601, 299·8860,
PUPPIES now available from IcefloeThe home of the extra Jnrge Malamutes.
Stud service. 298-6112.

6)

A group of Albuque~·que residents yesterday formed an eightmember
Citizen's
Grievance
Committee to act as a "sounding
board'' for local workers with
grievances against Albuquerque
area employers.
The committee was fOl'med at
a meeting in the San Felipe
church in the Old Town plaza.
The meeting was attended by
about 25 people, including 11
UNM Physical Plant employees.
Committee members voted on
and approved unanimously by
plant employees were: Ernesto
Barela and Michael Baca, representing the workers at the Physical Plant, Palmyra Andrews of
the New Democratic Coalition,
Arturo Sandoval of UNM's United Mexican-American Students,
(UMAS), Father Barnett of the
Aquinas Newman Center, Wilfred Sedillo of the Alianza, Barbara Brown of UNM's Black Students Union (BSU), and Mickey
Griego of the New Mexico Brown
Berets.
Topics Discussed
Discussion at yesterday's meeting centered around UMAS

•,.

ETHNIC ADOBE. NW valley, Sublet, $60/
mo. June-Aug. 344-0660 evenings.
4 BEDROOM, lV., bath, unfurnished. Near
schools, $125 month Jonse. Northeast
heights ..345-0416 evenings.
];'OUR SEASONS APTS. 120 Cornell SE,
2 bdrm & 1 bdrm available. Swimming
pool & recreation rm. Call 242-0148.
CASA LA PAz-1 bdrm. furnished, married students. No pets. 2 bUts from
UNM. 1706 Silver SE 242-6725.

5)

City Residents Form G r1evance Group

MARlliNiiR s. ECCLES, former Chairmnn
Fcderrtl Rtser~l! Donru
'
HENRY C. FLOWER, JR.,
former Vi~c Chairmnn,
J. Walter Thompson Co.
DR. PHILIP M. HAUSER,
Uhivtrsity of Chicago

JOSEPH WOOD KRliTCH. Au!ilor
MRS. CORDELIA S. Mi\Y,l.ourel Foundation
FOWLER McCORMICK, former Choirmnn
IntcrnrHiorutl HarVester Co.
•
HOG lei MOOitE, Founder, Dixie Cup Company
ALLAN NEVINS Pr<sldent,
An:icrlcnn Acacicmy oC Arts & L<:Hcr~
DR.RlliNIIOl.DNIED\lHII,Profcssorilmcrltus
Union ThcoJogh::nl Scmlnnry
J

FRANCIS T, P. PLIMPTON
former A!"hns;ador nnd Deputy U.S. Rep.
to ttlc _Unutd Nntidns
ROCKEFELLER PI\ ENTICE
ELMO ROPER, Public Opinion Analyst
LESSING
SENWALD
JONAS SA.
M,D.,The Salk In•ti!tl!e
ADOLPH
liM DT, T, Mellon & Sons
CHARLE~
PPS, Chalrmnn,
-scrippS.. ownr Newspapers
LI!WIS L. STRAUSS,
form-el' Secrelat'l' o( Commerce
CHARLES P.TAFJ',
for mel' Mar.or of Cl'ncrtmnti
WlJ,LJAMH. VANDERBILT,
b,.J0tun1cr Oovl!rnor_of_Rhodo Island
"u cRT 0. WEilL~ Trens"rcr,
_ G~nCsCD Dr(lwing LOmt'liriY

Exhibition

Two students view photographs of an exhibition of 22 UNM photography students currently on display at the Sandia Base Arts and
Crafts Center. The Center is open Mon, Wed, Fri, from 1 to 9 p.m.
and from 8 to 5 p.m. on Sat and Sun. The showing ends Sunday,
May 25.

Student Affairs Committee Fri- nate students.'' The Graduate
day voted down a res(}!Ution Student Council (GSC) is asking
which would allow part•time stu• permission to withdraw from the
dents to purchase athletic cards Associated Students contending
at a cost determined by the num- · that they get no benefit from the
-.-..
her of hours they are taking ASUNM government.
Speaks Against
rather than by the standard $12.
Harold Lavender, vice presiThe resolution, which earlier
dent
for student affairs, in speakhad been passed by the Student
ing
against
the resolution said
Senate, was defeated by ummimthat
if
the
administration
grantous voice vote. Under the terms of
the resolution the committee ed the terms of the resolution
would also have asked the ad- then "graduate students would
ministration to- grant athletic get a benefit that undergraduates
cards to all students carrying Jess don't get. Currently they can
than 12 hours if their department buy one for $12. I have never
considered them to be full-time thought that this (the price) was
very oppressive."
students.
Lavender also said "GSC wants
Part-Time Plan
to separate from the Associated
Under the plan, part-time stu- Students and have their student
dents could have purchased the fees currently paid to the ASUNM
card based on the number of credited to the GSC (this would
hours they carry (e.g., a student be approximately $25,000 a year).
carrying nine hours could pur- My argument is that it would be
chase the card for $3 while a stupid to do this since you can
student carrying six h(}urs would buy more for $250,000 than y:;u
pay $6 for the card).
can buy for $25,000.''
After defeating the Senate reCarol Lazorik told the committee that "the idea behind the re- solution the committee passed
(Continued on page 5)
solution is to placate the grad-

Ex-Pusher Discusses Problem of Drug Addiction
Narcotic Specialist Cites Education, Social Conditions as Preventive Steps
(Editor's note: This is the last in a series of
four articles dealing with the· drug addiction
problem in Albuquerque. It is an interview with
an ex-addict who is working with addicts.)
By GAY COOK
"A majority of addicts fix because they like
it (heroin) and after becoming addicts, need it
like any other man needs :food, air, or water in
order to survive," said Narcotic Specialist Paul
Garcia.
Garcia, an ex-addict, began smoking marijuana when he was 16 years old. Garcia said, "I
worked in a drugstore and hung around with
guys who smoked grass. Eventually because of
the environment I was in, I was exposed to
heroin."
"Later I was convicted of second degree rtmrder and did four and a half years. When I got
out, I was on parole for four years. During that
time, I went to beauty school and later worked

for a year as a licensed beautician. When the
New Mexico State Co~Jmotology' Board found
out about my background my license was revoked, and I used this as an excuse to start
shooting dope and pushing it again," said Garcia.
14-Year Addict
Arrested in 1962, Garcia who has been an
addict for 14 years withdrew and has been
"clean" for the past seven years.
Deploring prison confinement as a means of
aiding the addict, Garcia said, "The only way
the addict has even gotten anything is through
lying. The only way to get out early or to get on
parole is to tell the people who are helping you
what they want to hear." Garcia added, "The
only thing an addict learns in prison is how to
commit every crime in the book so that when
he is released and can't get a job, he will have
something to revert to."
Convinced from personal experience that ad-

diets could not be properly treated in an atmosphere composed only of professionals, Garcia
gave up his job in the electronics field to become
a narcotic specialist in the NARA programs at
BCMHC.
"Good Reputation"
,
Garcia said, "In the addict world you have a
good reputation or you don't survive. I was
never an informer so my communications with
the addict world are good. The addicts know that
whatever I do, I do for them. They know I
wouldn't harm them or jeopardize their freedom."
Pointing out that drug addiction affects the
entire community because addicts have to steal
fr<lm the community to maintain their habits,
Garcia said, "It would save taxpayers money in
the long run if they would invest an adequate
amount of money now in programs designed to
deal. with the problem.''

---------------

......
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WAYNE CIDDIO
Editor

GRANT HARVEY
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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Summary Section of the Report on
_the All-University Dialogue
on Teaching i Learning
Held April 15, 1969

~~

11. '"'' -....-..,... 4 "

Edilt@ll tial
6

Try Grievance Committee

Committees have been formed on two
..levels
to take action on United MexicanAmerican Students (UMAS) charges of
discrimination against employees with
Spanish surnames at the UNM Physical
Plant.
President Ferrel Heady, who on May 6
released a statement saying that on the
basis of information provided him by
UMAS, he could find no basis for charges
of discrimination, has finally agreed to
take the only action UMAS ever requested,
a committee investigation of the existing
grievance system and of the charges -of
discrimination.
On the community level, members of
t"he eight-member Citizen's Grievance Commit~ee IJlan to send an aggrieved Physical
Plant employee through the existing plant
grievance system as a test case. The test

Bema

forget your role as the "activated
conscience of the United States"
what kind of military service
would you like to have serving
under you?
Do you think there might be
some value in having a majority
of your officers be college graduates? Do you think they might
be more responsible and more reasonable to deal with than what
Allen Ginsberg calls "Prussian
butch - creweut freaky military
types?"
Think about it. It may not be
good now but how much worse it
would be without the balance that
such an education can provide.
Ask any responsible military officer what he thinks of ROTC
trained officers and he will tell
you that without them the military would really be all the things
you accuse it of being now.
If you don't like the ROTC the
way it is, for God's sake change
it! Change it as you are forcing
change in the entire educational
establishment.
But if you want to be identied with the bomb-throwers, the
}Jower-hungry "new barbarians"
among you then destroy it with a
cowardly stroke of your sword.
That's easy.
It's harder to change something
for the better. You have to get
down in the dirt and grapple with
it. It takes understanding and
courage. It's no job for the
cowardly-they do it with shabby
little bombs.
Oh, it does need changing, no
doubt of that. The military knows
it and right now you can work
together on change. Insist that
its courses deal realistically and
objectively with the military's
past, present and future. Make
sure that students are given the
opportunity to understand its role
in society along with other institutions such as business and government.
You can't sweep the military under the rug and then why should
you? Why should you, a minority
of anti-ROTC people remove the
opportunity for others to contribute to their knowledge and
experience? You want your rights
protected, shouldn't they have
theirs protected too?
And for those of you who would
nibble at the ~ooked statement
that "It's hard to develop any
spontaneity-much less dialogue-

Editor:
Thanks For Help

Bema is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion, not necessarily reflecting the views of The Lobo.

By DR. GARY HESS
University of California
Santa Barbara
An editorial published on 29
coJ.lege and university campuses
has recently demanded that we
"End University Subservience by
Abolishing ROTC."
So be it.
And while we are at it why not
abolish all military services, melt
down all the warships, tanks and
planes and make peace beads,
necklace ornaments, roach clips
and a few spikes to place offshore so that "invading armadas"
won't float in like the oil and foul
our beaches and kill our birds.
And then we can pay our taxes
with a elean conscience because
we'll know that not a cent of it
will go into killing other human
beings.
What a marvelous w o r 1 d it
would be and Oh, God, how I wish
it could be so my four children
cO'iild grow up without constant
threat of death.
But do any of you r e ct ll y,
really think it will be that way?
Do you think we can just unlock
our doors, leave our keys in the
car and trust everyone to be good
and true and fine?
It used to be called isolationism and it didn't work then and
indications are that it still won't
work.
If you still have to lock your
bike then maybe the world isn't
ready for absolute love, truth,
honestly, integrity and human understanding. I wish it were.
But it isn't. And until it is we
are going to need our military
services for some time to come.
It is the kind and quality of that
military services that is the real
issue. Make no mistake about it,
we are going to have military
services so we might as well decide to improve them l'ather than
destroy them.
Projecting all of you into the
future for a moment, consider the
fact that you are going ' to be
the future government of this nation. Yes, that's right. You.
And we of the "establishment"
are looking to you for some improvements which we hope wm
come about unless, as we fear, you
fink out on us and hang up your
beads fm• !l :r:ey flannel suit once
you have left our cuddly academic
environment.
But assuming that you don't

The following is the summary section taken from the full report on the All-University Dialogue on Teaching
and Learning held April I5, I969. The full report is in preparation.

case will either 1_1}_g__reJ.!el~:toillLe.J~mp±Giyee-----:1-t;~
or prove that the system does not work.
Heady could have avoided what are now
hard feelings from UMAS if he had immediately honored the request for a committee investigation of the matter instead
of conducting his own rather selective inquiry. Heady said Friday that he had not
contacted any of the aggrieved employees
before releasing his statement.
Now that the matter has been brought
to the attention of the public, we urge
UMAS, the special committee appointed
by Heady, and the Citizens's Grievance
Committee, to try the existing grievance
"Say good night, Dick!"
system before taking any other action.
If the Physical Plant grievance committee does not provide satisfaction, then we
urge the Citizen's Grievance Committee to
do what it must to find a solution to the
problem.

ROTC Revisited

within the elassroom when the
professor is not just a teacher,
but a superior officer as well." I
just ask you to name the number
of professors you know who are
not "superior officers" and how
much "dialogue" you get in the
average undergraduate lecture
hall.
If you want to "reassert the
sanctity of academia as a morally
autonomous institution" you had
better look deeper than the ROTC.
Look down into your own payment of taxes to the federal government first. Then look through
your class schedule and really find
out how many of your courses
have some conneetion with the
art and science of destruction.
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and
Engineering are among them.
Okay. Throw out ROTC. But to
be fair you will have to throw out
all government - supported research which could have any possible benefit for the military. Then
throw out all those science classes
because they produce scientists
who are going to go into industry
and fiddle with m unit i on s and
germ warfare.
Fine, throw it all out and what
will you have left? Flowers?
Peace? Brotherhood? A fine crop
of beautiful young people who
have copped out· on their responsibility to wrestle in the dirty rotten stinking gutter of our h~man
condition and drag out of it something fine and clean.
I submit that you are using
ROTC as a scapegoat on which to
heap your frustrations at everything fr~m Vietnam to the pigs,
who, while they're not spraying
you with mace, are protecting you
from the bicycle stealers of the
world.
What are you going to do when
the war is over?
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To the Editor:
Today's Lobo contains the
Summary Section of the Report
on the All-University Dialogue
held on April 15. The Ad Hoe
Committee which served as the
architects for this program
wishes to thank publicly and
sincerely the large group of students, faculty, alumni, and administrative offieers who planned,
participated in, and recorded the
proceedings. Whatever success
the day engenedered was in large
measure a result of the spirit of
helpful cooperation demonstrated
by these people.
Ad Hoc Committee on the
Improvement of Instruction

Housing Problems
To the Editor:
This letter is primarily addressed to students who have considered attending the University
of Massachusetts. A critical housing shortage exists which is not
fully apparent from the information now provided by the university to prospective applicants.
At present, detailed information on university and privately
owned apartments is not sent out
automatically, This practice is
soon to be changed, but present
applicants must specifically request the information. Do so.
The University is presently
capable of housing 9,000 students
out of a total enrollment of
15,000. For the remaining 6,000
students who must seek off-campus housing there are only 104
university owned
apartments
available, and these are available
only to married students and new
faculty or professional staff.
There are, however, over 1 000
married students and the ~ew
faculty and professional staff
have first priority. The waiting

Student attendance at the University-wide discussion sessions represented 2-3% oftl:i-e-totafstuclent hociY,-App~~xi~
mately 40% of the total faculty attended these meetings.

--

These problems and recommendations were highlighted during the course of the day:

UNIVERSITY GOALS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

THE EVALUATION OF TEACHING

PROBLEM:

How can a publicly supported University challenge traditional attitudes and mores and at the same time retain the public good will essential
for adequate financial support?
.
,, ,,, ''"' lht ·~·

~. ···l~·:c ~··\J. <]•

RECOMMENDATIONS:

To carry out its functions unhindered, UNM needs to clarify for the
public at large the roles of a university.
2. A good case can be made for universities to assume the role of
agents of social change. UNM should also include in its mission the enhancement of intercultural understanding among all students. This includes providing minority students with a better appreciation of their own
cultural heritage.

PROBLEMS:
1. Can effective teaching be reliably evaluated, and, if so, how?
2. How can evaluation information be used?
RECOMMENDATIONS:
While the evaluation of teaching is difficult, it should be attempted on
a continuing basis for all faculty members.

1.

"Good night, Dick!"

by Co11raa

Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaced. Nnme, tele·
phone number nnd addrcs• must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

period for a graduate student
with two children is a full year
at the very least. A student may
apply for a unit as soon as he is
accepted, though this fact does
not now appear in published literature.
It has bee nuniversity policy not
to build any more housing for
'married students, or for new
faculty and professional staff, if
the private sector will provide
it. The private sector has provided it but not in the amounts
neooed and not generally at rents
which students can afford. Consequently, the university may possibly change its policy, but even
if it does the results are not apt
to be evident for at least two or
three years. It is doubtful that
even short range solutions will
have must impact in the year
immediately ahead.
Privately owned housing is so
scarce, relative to demand, that
vacancies are often unadvertised.
Advertised vacancies tend to be
taken within a day or two if they
are of reasonable quality and
located in town. Garden apart·
menta are the most readily available to newcomers but these units
are also scarce, and are high
priced as well. Garden apartments in Amherst average $140
for 1 bedroom and $170 for 2 bedrooms. Eighty-three percent of
the 1 bedroom units are $130 or
more. Ninety-four percent of the
2 bedroom units are $150 or more.
Garden apartments in neighboring towns average $130 for 1 bedroom and $155 for two bedrooms.
These figures are the most recent available. Trailer courts are
not permitted in Amherst and
only two or three exist within
reasonable commuting distanee.
Since publie transportation is at
best rudimentary, if you cannot
get an apartment close to the
university, you should expect to
supply your own transportation.
Tltomas G. Minogue

Sarah laidlaw
HermanWeil
John Moser
Stephen M. Part
Suzanne Harvey
Mary Allison Farley, Scott Sandlin
Carolyn Babb, Gay Cook, John Russo, Sandra Schauer,
Susan Smith, Art Thomas, Don Burge, Charles Wood
Tony Louderbough, Chester Painter

STAFF

ENTRANCE, CURRICULUM AND
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

PROBLEM:
Does the present grading system enhance or inhibit the educational
process?
RECOMMENDATION:
UNM's grading system should continue to be evaluated, with pilot
programs to test alternatives (e.g., pass-fail system).

ADVISING AND COUNSELING

PROBLEMS:
r. Many Mexican-American, Indian and Black students have special
educational problems while on this cam pus.
2. To many, there appears to be an inflexibility and irrelevance in
present course content and degree requirements.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

A study should begin immediately with a view toward meeting
special educational needs of minority students.
2. The University and its components should continually reassess the
validity and relevance of their curricula and entrance and degree requirements.
I.

TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS AND DETAILS
OF INSTRUCTION
PROBLEM:

Ineffective teaching results from inexperienced and poorly prepared
teachers, (the misuse of the lecture system,) and the failure to involve
students actively in the learning process.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Means should be made available for all faculty members and teaching assistants to receive help in the instructional process.
2. Wherever possible, lectures should be augmented with small group
discussion sessions and independent study.
3· Course objectives should be clearly stated at the beginning of all
courses.
1.

ROLE OF STUDENTS
PROBLEMS:
I. The role of the student in decision-making processes and
classroom is undefined and vague.

EVALUATION OF LEARNING

111

the

2. How can students best be used in advisement and orientation programs at the University?
.~· Should students contin.ue an annual faculty evaluation, and, if so,
how can it be made more eHectm.'?

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Steps should he taken to clarify the roles, rights ~nd responsibilities
of students.
• l
2. Each enrolling freshman should he assigned ~o an upper division
student as well as to a faculty adviser.
3· An annual teacher evaluation by students is desirable, with faculty
aiding· in its plannjng and implementation.

PROBLEMS:
The single point on which there was most agreement wa~ that the
present system of advisement, especially for freshmen and sophomores, is
grossly inadequate.
r. Advisers and advisees are frequently mismatched.
2. There is a lack of adviser-advisee communication due to faculty
apathy and unavailability, and student reluctance to discuss problems.
3· The catalogue is ambiguous and cumbersome.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
I. An upper division adviser should be assigned to each incoming
freshman.
2. Freshman orientation should include seminars on effective college
study habits.
3· Preregistration should be instituted in all colleges.
4· Departments should provide published curriculum requirements
and recommendations to supplement the catalogue.
5· UNM should take some responsibility in advising high school
students preparatory to entering the University.

TEACHING BY GRADUATE STUDENTS
PROBLEMS:
2. Graduate students involved in the teaching process lack clear and
consistent policies defining their responsibilities, work load, salaries and
rights.
2. Frequently, graduate students are not involved in curriculum planning, determination of course content, and definition of goals for courses
they teach.
3· Many graduate students used as teachers have had insufficient teaching experience.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. There should be a clear and consistent policy defining the points
raised in #I above. Insofar as possible, this policy should be the same in
all departments.
2. Graduate students should be involved in curriculum planning and
course content and goal determination.
3· A teaching seminar for graduate credit should be required of those
teaching assistants who have had little or no previous teaching experience.

COLLEGE AND DEPARTMENTAL SESSIONS
The afternoon sessions devoted to college and departmental issues
brought out many problems and recommendations of a specific nature,
Some of the issues discussed dming the University-wide sessions received
additional attention in the college and departmental meetings. These included the inflexibility and irrelevance of course and curriculum content,
the need for students to assume greatt:r responsibility in the educational
process definition of course objectives, effective means of teacher evaluation, a~d reexamination of the present grading system. In addition, emphasis was placed on the need for greater communication at all levels (studentstudent, student-faculty, faculty-faculty, department-department, collegecollege) concerning matters relating to teaching and learning.
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Library Policy Vote
Leads to Resignation
Fred M. Chreist, professor of
speech, has resigned as chairman
of the University Library Committee after a general faculty
vote overruled a committee decision to do away wtih the routing
of periodicals.
"Because the philosophy of the
present chairman is not in agreement with the fractionation of
library services . . ., I find it
necessary to resign my position
as- chairman," said Chreist in a
letter to Hubert Alexander, chairman of the University Policy
Committee.
Routing Policy
Raymond Puffer, a graduate
student on the Library Committee
said, "It is the policy to route
professional journals to the faculty before putting them on the
shelves."
The Library Committee voted to
do away with this priviledge, because students can't keep up with
their field if a journal is gone for
two' months, Puffer said. The
privilege supports the establishment of departmental libraries,
which weakens the University Library system, he said.
''The general faculty earlier
voted to retain the routing privil-
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Includes Money for Tutoring Services, Scholarships, Social Fees

Selfish Motives
The selfish motives rather than
sincere desires to share the intellectual resources of the University are the guiding principles by
which many faculty members
judge the worth of study and action by its chosen committee, said
Chreist.
The Library Committee sets up
the policies for the Library and
directs its operation. It is composed of faculty members, and for
the first time this year three students. Two of the students are
graduates and one is an undergraduate.
Nicholas Vanderberg, assistant
professor of Chemistry, is the
new chairman of the Library
Committee.

U NM Might Create
New Steering Group
The UNM faculty will vote tomorrow whether or not to institute a University Coordinating
Commitee.
Included on the committee
would be at least two academic
deans, appointed by President
Heady for two-year staggered
terms, and four facultY' representatives, including two members elected by the voting faculty for two-year staggered terms.
Also on the committee would
be thp, chairman of the Policy
Committee, one other member of

USED

the Policy Committee, and four
student representatives, including at least one graduate student
representative, to be appointed
or elected by the student governments.
The duties of the committee
would be "to serve as a University-wide steering committee primarily to request other committees to undertake consideration
of items appropriate to them and
to serve as an information center
for general committee activity in
order to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort."

is something that has no chance to be successful f;rom
the beginning because the residents have little or nothing in common.
"This year has been unbelievable as far as the amount
of criticism RHC has received," Lewis said. "Residents
must do something for themselves," he added.
Looking to next year Lewis said he feels the organization looks pretty much the same because the attitudes
will be the same.
RHC passed a motion to allor.ate $200 fo1· orientation
next fall and $50 to be used for snacks in the dorms
du~·ing finals.
A summer new student orientation committee will
be set up comprised of p1·esent RHO membe1·s who will
be in town, Lewis announced.

UNDERGRADUATE
SEIVIINAR PROGRAIVI
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED.
SPECIAL REGISTRATION PROCEDURE NECESSARY.
ALL CLASSES LIMITED TO 15 STUDENTS
Topics, instructors, schedule of classes, instructions relating to special
registration procedures for the 15 one-hour seminars to be offered in Semesester I, 1969-70, will be available on and after June 15, 1969. 1 A variety of
topics of general interest. Classes open to any full-time undergraduate
student of any college, freshmen included. No prerequisites.
FOR FULL INFORMATION-after June 15, before September 1write, telephone, or come to the office:
DUDLEY WYNN, DIRECTOR, U.S.P., the Honors Center, UNM Phone: 277-2201

Committee Votes No

BDD~CASE

-ALIVE AT-

109 MESA SE

Monday, May 19, 1969

Members of the Residence Hall Council (RHC\
unanimously passed a $4700 budg-et for the 1969-70
school year in the closing session Thursday, May 15.
Included in the allocations is $500 from Senate for
the tutoring service, $600 from Housing for scholarships, and a minimum of $3600 from social fees of
dormitory residents.
Among the main expenditures for the 1969-70 school
year are $600 for the D.H. Lawrence Ranch leadership
conference; $500 for Residence Halls Council (RHO)
Week; $600, scholarships; $500, tutoring; $600, to be
used for residents parties, dances, etc., and $600 for two
coat checks.
Three hundred dollars will be allocated fo~· the regional conference and an ·additional $300 for use in pub-

BOOKS
THE

I

RHC Approves $4,700 Budget for Next Year

edge. "A lot of the faculty have
the view that the library exists
for the faculty," Puffer said.
Chreist said, "The 'no confidence vote' administered by the
University faculty at the meeting Friday, April 25, in rejecting
the majority vote of the Library
Committee relative to the routing
of periodicals has demonstrated
the uselessness of the present
chairman continuing as a member
and chairman of the University
Library Committee."
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Lobo Photo by Jnm"" Funk

Suzie's Playground

The hypnosis of flame has become a problem in the Lobo Hoom
of the Union in past weeks as vandalism has mounted considerably.
The flaming paraffin on this drink cup serves to amuse patrons
with a scientific thirst for know ledge.

(Continued from page 1)
one of their own urging the faculty to approve an amendment to
the ASUNM constitution which
states that "a student activity
fee shall be levied on each regular student at the university"

(including graduate students).
In other action the committee
also approved a charter for
"Haliksa'i," a student anthropology group interested in publishing pre-doctoral research papers
written by anthropology students.

Student Receives Awards

Cotne On Over!
We've Got A Heated Pool
Swim At Any Hour -- Day Or Night

Robert Whorton, a business administration student at UNM,
won two scholarship awards at

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Prices

LANGELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across Fram Johnson Gym

the first School of Business and
Administrative Seiences Awards
Banquet Wednesday evening, May
14.
Others honored at the banquet
were John Yeakel, outstanding
professor; Charles S. Telly, outstanding instructor; Karl Crisman, outstanding faculty member;
and Mike Mullins, Albino Martinez, William A. Cleary, outstanding seniors.
Also honored were Wayne
Brown, for the highest scholastic
grades; Al Chernoff, for doing the
greatest amount of work; and
Gary Crandall, who won the Wall
Street Journal finance award.

IJUA
A

Lobo Photo by Chester Painter

Lobo Sports Editor John Moser
looks for his plate preceding the
KUNl\1-Lobo baseball crunch yesterday.

Stall Tactics
Drive-Thru
Restaurant

1830 Lomas N.E.
:,.;;
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The College Inn

for UNM
Men and Women

Reserve Your Room Now For Fal11969
303 Ash N.E. Albuq. N.M·. 87106
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'Pack Wins One of Three

-----~-'-----·-------___:__ ------

potent Devils forked three runs
across in the bottom of the
eighth inning to take a 3-1 lead
and, eventually, the game as well.
The loss dropped Kremme!'s
record to 7-2 for the year. Both
losses came at the hands of A;·zona State when he was match_J
against Devil hurler Larry Gura.
Kremmel, a sophomore from Illinois, struck-out 13 Sun Devils
and gave up but three hits in the
losing effort.
Faford Swats One
The second game of the series
went into extra innings Saturday
before Lobo Bob Faford nailed a
360-foot shot beyond the outfield fence for a two-run homerun
and the first win of the year for
UNM over the Sun Devils.
Dan Ketcherside, a junior from

Final

Crammi~g

Despite many dissappointments, which may get in the way
of performances in the WAC
championships next weekend, the
UNM track team managed a 7069 squeezer in a dual with Abilene Christian College last Saturday at University Stadium.
No less than six Lobes in the
meet pulled up with pulled muscles or other assorted ailments in
the narrower than comfortable
Lobo win.
Kenny Head, talented quartermiler running the second leg of
the mile relay, was the first UNMer to hit the sideline with a pulled
muscle two-thirds of his way to
the finish. Hurdler Roosevelt Wil-

Iiams bit the dust while trying the
second hurdle in the 120 highs.
Rich Edwards, Williams' partner
in the hurdles, soon followed suit
by withdrawing allowing ACC's
Mike Weiland to grab a non-contested victory at : 14.9,
The Lobos, however, did have
two double winners in the meet--Chuck Steffes in the long and
triple jumps and Ervin Jaros in
the shot put and discus.
Steffes nabbed his long jump
titles with a 23-6% effort and
leaped 48-0% to take the triple
jump title,
Jaros heafed the disc 177-7%
and the shot 51-2%, for his two
wins.

Snacks Bop Disc Jocks;
Take Campus Ball Crown

The Barns and Nobel Outline Series
Anthropology'
Art
Economics
Business Law
Education
History

Lobo Standout Jennette Hanson
(note excellent form) takes a cut
in the easy 10-9 win over KUNM
Sunday.

Big Cut

Equipment

Reports of celebration fun have
been pouring in late Sunday evening following the Lobo Staff Hamburger Snacks predicted t>asy 10-!l
victor~,. over the underdog KUNM:
Disc ,Jocks Sunday aft('rnoon at
Zimmerman Field.
The win sewed up the IntraCamp).ls Communication~ C:aper
softball series for thp snacks, who
were favored all the way and

Political Science
Languages
Literature
Mathematics
Engineering
Science

and many others

Sl'cond on a fielding error which
allowed fotog Chester Painter to
attain first. Then the power boys
of the Snacks took over-with
singles !wing bash<>cl by Wayne
Ciddio, Mike Perry, John Mor.er
and Randy "Quick pitch" Duran
-to act~ount for the onslought.
The Dise J ockB wouldn't say
die, however, and paced by a
round tripper by Rod Geer and a

associated students bookstore
NEW MEXICO UNION

LONG JUMP: 1. Chuck Steffes, NM, 23·

277-2826

SHOT PUT: 1. Ervin Jaros, NM 51-2~-{i
2. Wayne Walton, ACC, 50·10; a. Steve

Kcppera, NM, 49-a%.
440-YARD RELAY: 1. Abilene Christian (Monte Stratton, Dilly Overly, Roger
Colglazier, Robert Medlock) :40.7 (UNM
did not finish).
ONE-MILE RUN: 1. Web Loudat, NM,
4 ;20.8; 2. Pnul Chan<ller, ACC, 4 :22,6; 3,
0hnrlr' Hankins, ACC, 4:27.1.
120-YARD HIGH HURDLES: 1. Mike
Weiland, ACC, : 14.9; ( UNM hurdlers did
not finish).
JAVEL IN: 1. Randy Clevenger, ACC,
205-5; Z. Joe Baker, NM, 203·1: a. Max
Harding, ACC, 200-2.
440-YARD DASH: I. Roger Colglazier,
ACC, :46.9; 2. Hubert Jones, ACC, :47.6;

c~

'WooJ

READING DYNAMICS

**

*

I

COMPREHEND MORE!

AND

SAVE

I·

AlBUQUERQUE

207 Dartmouth Dr., N.E.

FREE
THUR.
FRI.
TUES.
THUR.
FRI.

MINI-LESSONS
7:30 PM
June 6
7:30 PM
June 10
4:00PM
June 12
7:30PM
June 13
7:30 PM

MON.
TUES.

WED.
WED.
THUR,

SAT,

207 Dartmouth Or., 'N.E.
CHOICE OF 6 CLASSES
June 16-July 28 Evening
June 17·July 29 Afternoon
June 1B·July 30 Afh:rrnoon
June 1 a.July 30 Evening
June f9.July 31 Morning
June 21·Aug. 2 MDrning

1
7:00
2100

3:00
7:00

OVER A
QUARTER MILLION
GRADUATES SINCE 1959

9:00

Santa Fe, N.M.-983-6311
Mlnl·Lcssaris
Thurs. Juno S, 7:30P.M.
College af SarUct fe
Tues. June 10, 7130 P.M.
Benildus Hall
Thurs. June 12, 7:30 P.M.
Roam 211

Clowning Jocks
never doubted picking up the victory.
The snacks, down 7-6 going into
the bottom half of the sixth inning, used extreme fire power and
good-guts in banging out five hits
and coming across with four big
runs to wrap up the win.
Don Burge led off the inning
with a single, and advanced to

couple of singles, narrowed the
margin to 10-!J with two out and
two on the sacks.
Pitcher Duran then got down to
brass tacks and fanned the last
KUNMer to assure the championship for the tough staffers.
The Snacks, by taking the series
three games to two, were heralded by most sports afficcionados as
the tops in world softball action,
and will lower themselves to take
on those run down Disc Jocks one
more time, if they have enough
lint on their records.
Next game is set for Sunday at
11:00, Lord and KUNMers willing.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVeR SERVICE
ElECTRIC SHAVER AND
liGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
247-8219

Flat Jan

Class

Thurs., J•me 19, 7o00 P.M.
College of Santo Fe
B(lnildu~ Hall

Room 211

tc.~ A!omc~

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE!

These I{UNM Disc Jocks are
having trouble finding their
snacks in the easy Lobo win
yesterday.

9:00

STUDY FASTER,
MORE EFFECTIVELY!

*IMPROVE CONCENTRATION!

Lobo Photo by Ch!!3ter Pninter

June 5

ALBUQUERQUE

YOU CAN:
READ 3 TO 10 TIMES FASTER!

Instantaneous,
direct dia I to 160'.
Decompression zones
with time lapse
indicated in red.

As il Iustrated

60 minute luminescent
bezel notched to prevent shifting.

$140.

100-YARD DASH: 1. Robert Medlonk,
ACC, :09.7; 2. Bill Overly, ACC, :09,8; a.
Don Hnno.sh, NM, :09.8,
HIGH JUMP: 1. Alton Harlin, NM, 6-2;
2. Tom Phillips, NM, ll-Oi 3. Bob Raines,
NM, 6-0.
880-YARD RUN: 1. Tomas Ericson,
NM, l:Gl.4; Dave Roberts, NM, 1 :52.0;
3. John I.o0pez, ACC, 1:52.1,
POLE VAULT: 1. Dennis Sledge, ACC,
15·1; 2. Joe Powdrell, Nl\[, 15-1; 3. Gene
Riley, ACC, 15-1,
440-YARD INTERMEDIATE
HURDLES: 1. TOM Phillips, NM, :53.2; 2.
Miko Weiland, ACC, :57.4 (UNM's Mike
Joneq waF~ disqualified after finichir.g second in :54.7).
TRIPLE JUMP: 1. Chuck Steffe•, NM,
48·0\1,; 2. Bob Raines, Nlll, 43-3%; 3,
Alton Harlin, NM, 43-2~~.
DISCUS: 1, Ervin Jaroa, NM, 177-7%;
2. Wayne Walton, ACC, 175-3: a. Dave
ParsonH, ACC, 171-10.
220-YARD DASH: 1. Bill Overly, ACC,
:21.3; 2. Robert Medlock, ACC, :21.5 (No
other finishers).
TWO-MII,E RUN: 1. Chucl< Schuch,
NM. 9: 19,4; 2. Kenny Link, ACC, 9 :37,8:
3. Tom Toft, NM, 9:45.8.
MILE RELAY: I. Abilene Christian
(][u!Jcrt Jones, Mnrl< Fry, Rorrer Colr:lazicr, Clarcnec GJaypr) 3:10.0: 2. New
Mexico (Mike Jones, Tom Phillips, Gil
Perea, Tomas Ericson) 3: 11.6.
FINAL SCORE: New Mexico 70, Abilene Christian 69.

Stainless case, screwdown crown.

bracelet

17 jewel, shock-resistant

$155.

high precision movement.

Direct reading Scuba
Watch by Favre-Leuba
Watch & Chronometer Co.
exclusively at

Yleaudawp~C@'a
JEWELERS
6609 ME:>iAur. Br.vn., N.E.
Tm.EI'I!O:>iE 268--1-180
(ac;os~ :\fenaul from Coronado Cenlci)
Evenings 'til six •

• Friday 'til nine

YouCa11

Help
•

NEW
L~I!!3Do
MEXICO.··. ~~ · ~
CLIP

THROUGH

*Say
"FAHVREH-LOUBAH"
since 1737
Eight generations
of watch makers

3. Gil Perea, NM, :47,6.

Lobo Photo by Chrotcr Pnlnler

READ FASTER,
RETAIN MORE!

FAVRE-LEUBA
Geneve

Raines, NM, 22-2¥,.

UNM's pole vaulter Joe Powdrell cleaTs 15-1, good enough for
second place in the Lobos' 70-69
dual win over ACC Saturday.

Joe Powdre/1

*Yes, this is

6 1A~; 2. Joe Powdrell, NN, 29-5~~; 3, Bob

CIVIL,
ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL
AND
AIR-POLLUTION
CONTROL
ENGINEERS

Priced from $1.00 to $1.95

GROUND FLOOR

-~=========================:::;

Pulled Muscles, Assorted Ailments Darken NM Win

St. Louis, Mo., picked-up the 5-3
win as he pitched excellent baseball in a relief role, Throwing
for four innings, Ketcherside
gave up only four hits while striking out seven.
If you're a Lobo fan, there's
not too much you can say about
the final game of the series. The
scoreboard read 14-0, ASU, at the
end of the game and left the Wolfpack with a final season record of
30-14.
The 'Devils got to Lobo starter
Tracy Laub for six runs and -six
hits in the two-thirds of an inning he worked, and went on to
smack out 17 hits altogether.
ASU sophomore Craig Swan
picked up his eighth straight win
against no defeats to close out
the regular 'Devil season.
Lobo Photo by Chester Painter

----
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Lobos Sneak Past ACC

Lobos End 30-14 Campaign With Doubleheader -Split
TEMPE, Ariz.-The Lobo ba-seball team ended the 1969 season
in tune to the key of a winning
note Saturday night as they split
a double header with WAC Southern Division champion Arizona
State and in the process created
a mile-stone in Lobo baseball
history.
Coach Bob Leigh's Wolfpack,
who ended the year with the
second best won-lost mark ever
at UNM, became the first Lobo
team to defeat ASU at Tempe
in a series which began 29 years
ago.
Kremmel Pitches Well
In the first contest of the threegame series, Lobo ace Jim Kremmel had a no-hitter going for him
against the talented Sun Devil
batters for six innings until the

NEW MEXICO LOBO

& White Rock

Makers of Hand Mode
Indian Jewelry

OLD TOWN
-

Janiee C. Bumcleavage, noted
Lithuanian sportswoman, was
voted "The Flattest Pancake in
Town'' in rerPnt balloting by
some of the worlds' more boring
half-wits.
~-·~-~------·--~-·-~-'--

.

Ken C.. ·pcr-903-6311
{No

Mlnnc~$Oi15

wl!l bn aivt:r'l)

SPORTS

Editor,
John

Moser

Lobo Netters Out-Star
Albuquerque All-Stars, 8-1
UNM's tennis team out-starred
a contingent of Albuquerque All-

Stars at the UNl\1 tennis eourts
Sunday morning by taking a
spa1•kling 8-1 victory over the
stars.
The win moved Coach Joe Ferguson's team's record to an impressive 15-3 for the year. The
Wolfpack was scheduled against
Northern Arizona in a meet Saturday, but were cancelled out
after Lumberjack officials notified UNM that NAU would be
unable to make the trip.
The match served as a warmup for the defending WAC champion Lobos who travel to Tempe,
Ariz. this week-end to defend
their crown.
Singles-Van Hill def. Dr. Jack
Kennedy, Tony Bull clef. Paul
Butt, Bruce Hutcheson def.. Tim
Russell, Doug McCurdy def. by

Dick 1\IcGuire, Donnie Ball def.
Illn Phillips, Dwight Howard def.
Gene Russell.
Doubles-Hill-Bull def. Kennedy-Butt,
Hutcheson-Howard
def. Russell-McGuire, Bali-1\IcCurdy def. Ed Edmonds-Phillips.

CAll ANN DOBBINS AT 265-6761

"Der biggest name in

Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810
N.E. 268-4147

117 ACJalo St.

Whito Rot.k, N.M.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
'207 Dartmouth Dr. NE, Albuquerque

842-9270

•

.

Engineering careers with the City of New York offer excellent op·
portunities for advancement and better salaries than ever before.
But real job satisfaetion can come from helping to improve life for
over eight million people in the greatest city in the world.

These are just some of the many exciting projects open to you as
a City Engineer. Nowhere else, will you find greater opportunities
for such valuable experience to broaden your specialty.
Immediate openings are now available in many of our City agencies
for trainee, junior and assistant level Engineers.
June graduates will be hired as Junior Engineers. Students receiv·
ing degrees in June, 1970 can be hired this summer as Engineer
ttainees- and then take leave of absence to return to school for
degree.
New York City is, of course, an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Please write or call and we will send you full details.

UVEA UTTlE
AT

New York City- a city of constant challenge- offers a variety of
opportunities for Engineers who would enjoy a demanding career,
that is personally rewarding,

For the Engineer this means helping to plan and construct new
schools, hospitals, subways, bridges and miles of new highways; to
devise lowet• cost housing; to eliminate air & water pollution; and
to plan & implement sanitary engineering programs. This means
you will be participating in prog1·ams of essential public service as
well as great professional challenge.

C:fau
Tues. Juno 10
MO P.M.

•
lD

brazitBr
2300 Central SE

(just across from ·Popejoy Hall)

ENTIRE OUTFIT
Includes Shirt, Studs,
Cummerbund, Tie,
Suspendor<, Cuffiinks,
'Handkerchief, and

COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50

....1\j,

•il

W&"a

4Q
~·''I< ...~ :M;

~...'t/a ~ v.v ~ Pl:P~

FIRST and GOlD

NEW YORK CITY
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL

Boutonniere,

~'

RECRUITMENT DIVISION, DEPT. C-1 0

247·4347. ,, " '

220 Church st., NYC 10023
(212) 566-8700
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Campus Brifes

I Calling U

111e~,gional l'e:presentative on the
executive <;!ouncil of the Amel'ican
Association of Teacher s of
The Albuquerque T u t o r i n g French (AATF).
Council will hold its annual meetAt the University of Kansas,
ing Tuesday, May 20, at 7:30
Kolbert
will teach two courses,
p.m. for the election of officers for
the poetry of the French Renais1969-70.
sance, and French literary criThe meeting will be held in the
board room of the Albuquerque ticism.
His tour of duty for the AATF
School Board at 721 Maple SE.
will
begin September 1. As reAll those who are now tutoring
gional
representative, he will ofat UNM for the Albuquerque Turepresent chapters of the
ficially
toring Council are invited to atAATF
in
the largest geographical
tend, as well as anyone who is
interested in the program for the zone of the organization which
consists of nine states including
summer or next :fall.
Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, New
Mexico, and Colorado.

Tutoring Meeting

Monday, MaY 19
Senior· Recital by Robert Vega, tenor;
Recital Hall; 8:15 p.m.; no charge.
Tuesday, May 20
Albuquerque Tutoring Council meeting;
election of officers; Board roam; Albuquer ..
que School Board, 721 Maple SE: 7:30

p.m.
Wednesday, May 21
Business Administration Students As·
$ocin.tion el~tion; business administration
building ma.ll~ 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Chorus and orchestra concert; 8; 15 p.m.:
Popejoy HaJI; $1.50 for adults, $1 for stu•
dents.
Sandia Grotto meeting~ for electi.cn of
officers, slide show; '1 :30 p.m.; Room 250·E:
Union

Dr. William J. Kass, of the
University of Illinois, will lead
a UNM department of chemistry
seminar Thursday, May 22, at
4:30 p.m. in :Room 101 of the
chemistry building.
Kass will speak on "The Diffusion and Solubility of Hydrogen and Deuterium in Nickel and
Platinum."
All interested persons are invit·
ed to attend the seminar.

Astronomy Meeting
Dr. Michael D. Montgomery,
of the Los Alamos Scientific Lab·
oratories, will present a paper
Friday, May 23, for the UNM
department of physics and astronomy.
l\1ontgomet·y will speak on
"Solar Wind Plasma Observations: Vela4," in :Room 184 of the
physics building, 800 Yale NE.
Interested persons are invited
to attend the free colloquium,

Summer Orientation
Tentative dates have been announced for summer orientation
sessions for students who will be
new freshmen in September at
UNM.
The orientation ptograms are
scheduled for July 7, 91 11, 15, 17,
22, 25, and 29, and Aug. 1 and 4.
Afte1· students have been accepted for admission, they will be
invited by letter to attend one of
the ten sessions.

Subscribe to
The Lobo

Thursday, May 22
Student :Recital: :Recital Hall;

2:ao p.m.;
no ch~rg~.
u
Pt. Wililllll1 Kass: speaking on The
Diffusion and Solubility of Hydrogen nnd
Deutcri11m in Nickel and Platinum: Chem..
istry Buildingj Room 101; 4_: SO p,m.
Dr. Mi~hae1 M.antgomenr; speaking on
"Solar Wind Plasma Observations: V cia
4;'~ Physics Building; RQOm 184.
Friday, MaY 23
Society of Sigma Chi annual banquet;
Western Skies; 7 :30 p.m.
Sunday, May 25
New Mexico Chamber Orchestra recital:
Recital Hall; 4 p.m. i no charge.
Monday May 26
Brass Choir reciW: Recital Hall; 8 :15
p.m.~ no c.harge

We are hiring students who are interested in full time summer
employment, Those hired will '!mve the opport~:mity ~o c?ntinue
employment on a part time bas1s next fall. All ~obs Wlll g1ve you
tremendous experience for your next school semester regardless
of your field.

WE OFFER:
1. Salary range of $450-500 monthly, for those who qualify.
2. Opportunity to work for one of the largest companies in its
field.
3. Opportunity to advance to management positions thru the
summer,
4. $15,000 in cash scholarships.
5. $25,000 in merchandise prizes.
6. A trip to the Bahamas and around the world to those who
excel.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Large puppy-orange with black
face, baby teeth, chain collar. M. Fry.
242-7053.
ETHNIC ADOBE. NW Vl\llcy, Sublet, $50/
mo. J'\lne--Aug. 344~0660 eveninB"s~
4 BEDJWOM, l'h bath, unfurpished. Ncar
schools, $125 month lev.se, Northeast
heights. 345.()416 eveninga.
CHAPARRAL J).l'ARTMENTs-1 b<!rm.
furnished, no pots, close te UNM. 521
Spruce SE. 842-1864.
FOUR SEASONS APTS. 120 Cornell SE,
1 bdrm available, Swimming pool & rec•
reation rm. Call 242·0148.
CASA I,A PAz-1 bdrm, furnished, mar•
ried students. No pets. 2 blks from
UNM. 1706 Silver SE 242·6725.

FOR SALE

'67 NORELCO CORDLESS SHAVER w/
wrd, trimmer & case, Have beard. $14,
call .rames Z77 ·2958.
PART COYOTE PUPS, Malamute, Hus·
kie & Shepherd combination. Black or
tan. Come see. tbeir parents. Good with
ki<!s. 898·1508 eveninll'S preferred.
NORTON P-11, 750cc, 60 hp. Twin eon·
cQntries. A fine machine on or off the
road. Call Mike 242-2300.
200cc MOTOR SCOOTER. Call 277-5320 or
277-5203 and make an offer.
STEREO GARRARD TURNTABLE,
spenkcrsJ Fisher amPltfyer, *-violin.
,Jackson 247·3601, 299-8860.
PUPPIES now available from Ic•floeThe l!olne of the e~tra large Mnlllll1utel.
Stud service. 208·6112.

Call Mr. Bond from 9:00A.M. ti12:00 P.M. for an interview after
completion of finals. 242-1609

EMPLOYMENT

6)

MALE STOPENT to work through Iundt
11·2. Counh·y llarn 2400 Control Sr:.
WANTF.Dt;;PLW with o.ff;;w;;
l '~'~ yr. old nirl whil"" n10the+- finl:-.hcs
dis:.wrtation. Al10nt lU hr~;. pl'r wk •• thru
summer & preferably next yr. Wnll<inr:
dista.nce from Univ. CalJ :Mrn, llia.t 247·

PERSON
2874.

Student-to eo~!ish
111~;;:
ico offie.C! for band booltinc- ar,cnry.. Cnpital unn(!ce:.;Gnr!f. C'xpcricmc.c with roelt
lmn•h !>rd<mb!"· Make $700 nnd more
monthly. Auply in wrltinff to ,AU<li<> Art,
130 Cambri~r:c, Turaon, Ar,zonn.
Southw;t ..
tire West. Good sn.lnrieo. Free rer.btrn·
tion period. Southw«~t TcMhcro ABcnct.
1303 Central N.E., Albuquerque.

\VAN-rED:
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MISCELLANEOUS

---=-

~~
Annette owen
rJ!WA ll:ostess

Be A TWA Hostess
It's like no job on earth

an

An equal opportunity employer.

;;;r.n:

WANT~m: li:!rl< .vhcci and cloctrie. Kiln,
ecranne uuvpll<"l, 242-4036 nt 0 p.m.
WANTED: Onc·bodr.,;,;; furnbhcd npt. for
June-Aug. UNM area SlOO/mo. mnx.
Niol~ Eotro. 242•1SU1, 268·2G34, lrovl!

Dear Graduating Coed:
HWbat am I doing here?"- as a TWA Hostess. After all' my :Psych major could have led ~o d b a
something interesting. I gave u~ a great job as a legal secretary, and was even accep e
Y
good law school.
Did I do the right thing? And strange
So I've been thinking. Why did I become a ~WA Hostess?
as it may seem, I know I did exactly the right thing.
It's not easy to eX]?lain all my feelings about flying for TWA, but let me try • . First, as a
Hostess I have the opportunity to meet peo~le- all kinds of people, from all ~~nds of places'
with all kinds of personalities. These are interesting peo~le. They get you ~nvolved. You
begin to understand what life is all about.
And there's the travel. There are so many fantastic places al~ over the world I canBgo ~nkTWt·
0
Paris, San Francisco, Rome; Miami, athens, DarEs Salaa~, Mad~l~, NewBY1o~k, Bomba{h· an~ c~ t~
mention a few. Every place is different. Every place ~s exc1t1.1;g.
e ~eve me,
~s c an
travel and become involved with people of many cultures is the b~g reason why I dec~ded to
fly for TWA.
Mone
of coursej is a consideration. My job is a good paying one. :aut. one thing discounts any
high~~ paying job_ the fact that r travel to places all over the world 1n the. course of a year •
while most girls are saving for that once-a-year two week vacation to a spot w1th 2,000 other
tourists.
I've had some people tell me that l'm no more tlla.n a "glorified waitl'ess.'t Sure, I serye_food
a.rtd drinks but I consider the passengers on the airline my guests: .I fee~ that ~ntertammg
and. serving guests are duties of a gracious hos~ess -not a.. "glonf1e~ wa~ tress.
None of the
passengers look on.me as a waitress. T~ey cons~d.er me a fr1end. Mak~ng a few people a l1ttle
happier each day g1ves you a great feel1ng.
The job is not all glamour. There are ups and downs and unexpected hap~en~ngs. Grouchy
.. ,
assen ers. Crying babies. Cancelled flights on Christmas Eve so you,can t get home. But ~t s
~he be~t job I could ever haver I •ve learned so much about people. l ve ,le~rned about myself.
Most girls can only dream abOut the things I've seen an?- done. Whatever ~s 1n the futul'eanother job, marriage- r feel my flying as a Hostess w1ll prove to be a.s much of an asset as
my college education.
TWA is a rapidly growing com:Pany in a.rapidly growin~ indus~ry and I have a piece of this
action. I feel 1 can really play an 1mportant part 1n keep1ng TWA No. 1.

l>.S. Yau ca.n fly.
Come in for an interview
the date: Tuesday, May 27
the place! Placement Office
the time: Contact Placement Office for
interview appbintment.
the non-ogre inte:rvievrer: Kathy Howe

:Ncw

TF:i\clrEtis\vA.'Ni·in.

number.

~WA.

,.

''
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FOR RENT
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2. Ability to converse intelligently
1. Neat in appearance
3. Willingness to work hard

So, you can see that I'm glad I decided to flY with

!JO.;f/-~

WANTED: Gid to share attractlve, quiet
ap~rtment n~ar cnmpus. 242-6850.
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QUALIFICA'l'10NS

Visiting Professor
Dr. Jack Kolbert, a professor
of French at UNM, has been appointed visiting professor of
French literature at the University of Kansas in Lawrence for
this summer and has been elected

is jn ll!ffect.

SUMMER JOBS
COLLEGE
MEN & WOMEN

Lobo Louie
Applications for Lobo Louie are
now being accepted by the UNM
cheerleaders. Applicants should
put their name, grade point and
any other qualications they desire
on a piece of paper and place it in
the cheerleaders' box in the Union before May 22,
There will be a meeting for aU
applicants May 24 at 10 a.m. at
the Sigma Phi Epsilon house.

Announcements by
tbe UNM commun·
ity will be accepted
a~ The Lobo office,
A U·hour deadline

Un3 Q, w'

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

5)

Chemistry Seminar

urona.dv
3?!7t1

'Counterpoints'
Works To Halt
Use of Heroin
Marc Blum and Dave Driscoll,
two forme~· UNM students, have
started a program in Albuquerque
to stop the spread of heroin use,
and to help heroin addicts.
Driscoll and Blum arc calling
their pl·on-ram "Project Counterpoints." They fed heroin addiction can be ;,topped if the eommullity is edu('ated. They plan to fulfill this aim hy ''talking to people
on the ztrccts, :;baring thoughts
and ideas, and generally relating"
to people, said a paper they have
prepared on Counterpoints.
Information Center
They also plan to start a cente1·
where fom1er addicts will speak to
addicts and other people who want
more information about addiction.
Blum and Driscoll will also start
a "community of ex-addicts" pat..
terned after the Daytop houses in
New York. Daytop is a self-suffichmt community of former addicts,
which helps cure heroin addicts,
Blum said the program will be
aimed nt people in the University
area and the Heights.
Blum said the potential members of Counterpoint will go
through a three to four hour interview with both the directors. If
the directors "believe the prospective members have potential" two
group sessions involving members
of the Counterpoint house< and

members of the advisory board,
with the potential members.
Acceptance, Rejection
Acceptance or rejection to the
group will come out of the two
sessions.
Blum said acceptance will be
based "on the sincerity and
sh·cngth of the addicts' desh·e to
quit using heroin."
All rules, the pape,: said, will be
determined by members of the
Counterpoint household with the
exception of the standing rule that
no heroin be in the house.
Blum said two of the devices
that will be used to help addicts
stop hc1·oin use will be encounter
groups and sensitivity training,
"Strong Base"
The ]lUper prepared by Blum
and Driscoll concerning Counterpoints said group consciousness
"will pt•ovide a strong base from
which each member can draw
strength. Secondly, it is a creative
act to participate in building a
group which is an important step
toward self-confidence in any
world other than buying, selling,
and using heroin."
Blum said Counterpoints is making an arrangement with the
Bernalillo County Medical Center
for using several beds in the de·
toxification ward. If they cannot
(continued on page 4)

Reies Tijerina To Speak on Mall
Alianza leader Rl'ies I.opez Tijerina will speak at toda.y's MexicanAmel'icnn Liberation rally on the Union Mall. The rally, scheduled to
begin at noon, is being sponsored by UNM's United Mexican-American Students (UMAS).
I·~d Benavidez, a UMAS spokesman, said the rally is being held
to discuss and mnlu! public UM:AS charges o£ discrimination at the
UNM Physical Plant. Discrimination against Mexican-Americans
will 1Jc tl1e .;ubject of Tijerina's speech,
Tijerina is the founder of the Aliam:a, a militant land grant
claimant group l1ased in northern New Mexico. Tijerina 1vas several
months ago acquitted of ehnt•g!!s stemming out of a June 6, 1967 raid
on the eourthoust• in Tierra Amarilla.
Tijet'ina was also a guh!'rnatorial candidate• for the New :Mexico
Peare and Fl'eedom I'a1ty hl'fore he was dt~l'lared ineligible to run
in the election by then S!!eretary of State Ernestine Evans.
Othe1· activitit•s planned for today's rally are a "Teatro" skit by
UMAS members, and the reading of two poems, one of whiclt is entitled," I am Joaquin." I\!embers of UNM's Blacl• Studl'nts Union are
also schcdult•d to speal( to the rally.

Lobo Photo by Ton)' Loudcrbough

Campus Sweeties

Near 90 degree temperatures have been responsible for a sharp
rise in sun worshippers around campus, Se\·eral Santa Clara
beauties take a long study break to get those rays.

Honesty Overrides Justice
States Visiting Professor
By ART THOMAS
"The mall so honest that he
would not cry at his mother's
:funeral illustrates a degree of
l1onest:v that appeals to many
young p e o p 1 e today," Walter
Kaufmrtn told an audience in the
Kiva last night.
Kaufman, a visiting professor
of philosophy at Princeton University, made this remark during
his lecture, "''A Crisis in
Morality."
"Honesty is replacing justice
as being associated with integrity," Kaufman said. K:mfman
defined evo:>ry important word that
he used in his lecture. "The emergence of honesty is tee nub of the
ctisis in morality," he snid. Sincerity is often confused with
honesty in the United States,
Kaufman explained.
Degrees of Honesty
"There are degrees of honesty,"
l1e said. "The man who ms high
standards of honesty is the man
\Vho takes a great deal of pain
and trouble to find the truth,"
Kaufman said.
K au f m an defined the truly
mota! man as one who has four
rardinal virtues: honesty, couragt•, love, and lmmbition. Humbi·

tion is a word coined by Kaufman which implies that the combination of humility and ambition
is better than either of the two,
which in their extremes can be
negative.
"It is possible to be honest and
not very moral," he said in explaining terms, but he said that
you have to add courage, or the
honesty means nothing.
Love Necessary
"Love is necessary because if
a mnn is honest and courageous
and cruel he is not moral," Kaufman said.
Kaufman witnessed the Nazi
regime as a child in Germany in
the 1930's. He relied upon the old
Hebrew scripture in much of his

clarification of terms, but he said
that Judaism holds that if one
integrates ltis evil impulses into
his whole being, he becomes good.
"G. E. Moore," Kaufman sui~
"is the father of the school of
analytic philosophy, positivism,
which is popular in England and
America."
"The other side of the coin in
the emergence of honesty is its
immediate consequences," Kaufman said. "The things that arc
alarming about the new honesty
m·e inseparable from the emergence of it," he said.
K a u f m a n concluded with
"things have never been better,
that is, they have always been
lousy."

Mirage Distribution Today
The 1969 Mirage will be distributed beginning today and continuing through next week in
front 1>f the Journalism Building.
Studertts should bring the receipts that were given {}Ut when
they paid to have their pictures
taken in order to pick up thPir

copy. There will be a list of those
who have paid in the event th;tt'
some · students have lost their
receipts.
Students who did not reserve a
<"Opy at the beginning of the year
by paying for their pictures will
be able to buy the l\lirage next
week for $3 and a student ID.

UNM Students To Complete Opinion Survey
Concerns Advisement Procedures, University Services
By SUSAN SMITlt

UNM students soon will be asked to fill out
a questionnaire that will enable President Ferrel Heady's Committee on Psychological Services to reach what could be significant decisions
concerning the University's counseling system.
About 1380 UNM students have been selected
as a representative sample of the campus to fill
out the questionnaire. They were chosen on the
basis of sex, in-state and out-of-state residence,
age, marital status, a:1d college affiliation. Useful feedback a11d perctptions from the students
are an important part of the survey, Dr. Jel'ome
Levy, chairman of the Committee on Psychological Services, said. Levy is an assistant professor of psychiatry.
Variety of Questions
The questions students will be asked to answer deal mainly with opinions on the current

situation at the university in terms of advise~
ment, services that they feel should be avail~
able, the :faculty's interest in the student and
the students' overall impressions of other UNM
students' intellectual abilities.
Another section deals with some of the problems facing university students and some of the
sources of help that might be used. In a column
headed "expected" the student is asked to indicate the source of help he would be expected
to consult.
Problem Sources
Another column is provided for the source
the student with a ptohlem would probably
consult. Some of the problems cited include
thoughts of suicide, loss of interest in school,
use of alcohol, financial problems, family prob~
terns and others.
The student is also provided a space at the

end of the questionnaire in which he can cite
any other problems that "bug" him.
Student participants answering the questionnaire will not at any time be asked to identify
themselves by name.
Committee Analysis
Following receipt of the completed questionnaires, an analysis will be made by the Committee on Psychological Services and a summary prepated and submitted to President
Heady.
Members of the committee wete appointed
by President Heady with the approval of the
Committee on the University. They are Roy
Caton, chemistry; Steve Hatnish, student;
Kal'l Koenig, psychology; Particia Milner, student; and Sherman E. Smith and Chester
Travelstead, administration. Levy chairs the
committee.
'
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